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Who are the Repayers, Investors, and Socialites?

1. Repayer: Doing Good in Return

2. Investor: Doing Good is Good Business

3. Socialite: Doing Good is Fun

Repayer Investor Socialite

Repayers tend to have been 

constituents first and PARTNERS 

second.  

A typical Repayer has  benefitted from 

some institution and now supports that 

institution from a feeling of loyalty or 

obligation. 

Investors are looking for the “win-

win” situation based on mutually 

beneficial interest.  

They apply the same careful 

analysis to nonprofit contributions 

as they do any investment.  

Socialites seek opportunities to create fund 

raising and social events to benefit 

organizations and are less interested in 

participating in the day-to-day activities.  

They develop extensive social networks 

that work together to achieve goals.  Relish 

creating enjoyable ways for others to give.  

Friendships are highly valued.



Who are the Communitarians and Devout?

4. Communitarian: Doing Good Makes Sense

5. Devout: Doing Good is a Moral Obligation

Communitarian Devout

Communitarians believe active community involvement makes 

good sense in that they help their own community prosper by 

supporting local charities. 

They are typically local business owners who find that service 

on boards and committees of local nonprofits can be good for 

business because of the relationships that often develop in 

such settings.  

The Devout are motivated by belief and their personal 

philosophy of good versus evil.  

They donate their time, talent and treasure because 

giving is a moral obligation.  

They make decisions based on trust and align 

themselves with like-minded individuals.



Who are the Altruists and Dynasts?

6. Altruist: Doing Good Feels Right

7. Dynast: Doing Good Is a Family Tradition

Altruist Dynast

Altruists give out of generosity and empathy to urgent causes 

and who modestly wish to remain anonymous.  

Altruists make decisions without the input of advisors and are 

usually not interested in active roles in the nonprofits they 

support.   

Give in a selfless manner—the true philanthropy.  

Dynasts give because of a cause their family or 

organization has always stood for and they believe it is 

expected of them to support the public good.  

Dynasts give because supporting the public good is part 

of their self-concept.  



Concepts that Resonate with 
Repayer and Communitarians

Personality Concepts

REPAYER Pay back Supporting each other

Grateful Made a difference in my life

Effectiveness Doing good

Social responsibility Opportunity

COMMUNITARIAN Responsibility Good for the community

Service Civic responsibility

Fundraising Leadership

Accountability Doing good

Social responsibility Effectiveness



Concepts that Resonate with 
Socialites and Altruist

Personality Concepts

SOCIALITE Special event Serving the community

Charity Functions Leadership

Fundraising Doing good

Supporting each other Fellowship

ALTRUIST Self-fulfillment Social responsibility

Sense of purpose Doing good

Self-actualization



Concepts that Resonate with 
Investors

Personality Concepts

INVESTOR Results Efficiency

Performance Effectiveness

Fiduciary Well-managed

Professional Leadership

Accountability Opportunity

Doing Good



Concepts that Resonate with 
Dynasts and Devout

Personality Concepts

DYNAST Family tradition Supporting each other

Responsibility Family history

Socially responsible Doing good

DEVOUT God Mission

Duty Doing good

Service Opportunity

Sense of purpose Good works

Supporting each other



Origins of The Seven Faces of Philanthropy

• The Seven Faces of Philanthropy,  is a 1994 social science study conducted by 
Russ Alan Prince and Karen Maru File.  In this study, Prince and File analyzed 
the motivations of individuals relative to their interest and support of 
nonprofit organizations.  They categorized individuals into 7 distinct groups or 
faces.

• Each group was defined by the attitudes and beliefs  that motivate  
individuals  to act on behalf of and in support a nonprofit. The study defines 
the expectations of each group related to communication,  involvement, 
decision-making, and recognition. 

• Participants of the 2011 Managing by Network course interpreted the study 
to enhance the understanding of public/private partnerships.


